In January, President __ took his second oath of office
Israel withdrew from __ after 38 years of occupation
The U.S. military death toll in __ reached 2,000 in October
Terri Schiavo's __ caused many to review their plans for the end
Controversial comedian and actor Richard __ died in December
Johnny __, who hosted The Tonight Show for 30 years, passed away
Terrorists bombed subway cars in __ on July 7, killing 52 people
Oil and gas __ hit record high levels in 2005
Departed: Luther Vandross, Peter Jennings, and James "__" Doohan
Prince Charles married his longtime love __ Parker Bowles
Saddam __ went on trial for the torture and murder of Iraqi citizens
The trial of Michael __ left him acquitted of all charges against him
Hurricane __ left 80 percent of New Orleans under water
The sixth book by Harry Potter author J.K. __ was released
Martha __ was released from prison and returned to TV
Many people spent 2005 recovering from the Indian Ocean __
Delta and Northwest __ filed for bankruptcy from labor and fuel prices
Tumultuous love lives: Jennifer Aniston, Brad Pitt, __ Jolie
Pope __ XVI was elected after the passing of Pope John Paul II
New tech __ Xbox 360 and Video iPod were introduced in 2005
The __ prequel series concluded with "Revenge of the Sith"
The Chicago __ __ won the 2005 World Series
The Supreme Court lost Chief Justice William __ to thyroid cancer
Bus-riding civil rights leader __ __ passed away
W. Mark Felt was revealed as "Deep Throat" of the __ scandal
India and Pakistan worked together to recover from a South Asian __
2005 was a record year for these Atlantic storms
Iraqis approved a new __ and elected a new parliament
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